High dimensionality remains a significant challenge for document clustering. Recent approaches used frequent itemsets and closed frequent itemsets to reduce dimensionality, and to improve the efficiency of hierarchical document clustering. In this paper, we introduce the notion of "closed interesting" itemsets (i.e. closed itemsets with high interestingness). We provide heuristics such as "super item" to efficiently mine these itemsets and show that they provide significant dimensionality reduction over closed frequent itemsets.
Introduction and Related Work
Agglomerative and partitioning-based approaches represent two most popular categories of hierarchical document clustering techniques. Agglomerative approaches start with a singleton cluster for each document and build the hierarchy bottom-up by applying various pair-wise similarity measures on clusters, and merging the cluster pair with highest similarity at each step, until only one cluster remains. On the other hand, partitioning approaches obtain hierarchical clustering solutions via a sequence of repeated bisections [4] and are generally more scalable and efficient. Steinbach et al. [1] showed that Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA) and bisecting k-means, a variant of standard k-means, are the most accurate agglomerative and partitioning methods, respectively [3] . Furthermore, Zhao and Karypis [4] recently showed that the I 2 criterion function outperforms other criterion functions when used with bisecting k-means.
A recent trend in hierarchical document clustering is to use frequent itemsets to produce cluster hierarchies. HFTC [5] was the first algorithm in this class and achieves accuracy comparable to 9-secting k-means, and worst than bisecting k-means. Fung et al. [2] showed that HFTC is not scalable for large document collections and proposed FIHC; a frequent itemset based clustering approach that claims to outperform HFTC and the best-known agglomerative and partitional methods, both in terms of accuracy and scalability. More recently, Yu et al. [6] proposed TDC that uses only closed frequent itemsets and further reduces dimensionality, while improving the clustering quality and scalability over FIHC. To our surprise, a more fair comparison (section 5.2) revealed that both FIHC and TDC actually perform worse than UPGMA and bisecting k-means.
Based on the observation that higher frequency does not necessarily mean higher quality, and combining ideas from research in selecting the most interesting association rules, and closed frequent itemset mining, we introduce the notion of "closed interesting" itemsets in this paper. We provide a simple, parallelizable algorithm, and necessary heuristics to efficiently mine these itemsets. We present results from extensive experiments and show that using the same support threshold for first level (single word) itemsets results in significantly smaller number of "closed interesting" itemsets as compare to the number of closed frequent itemsets generated. Even so, when used for hierarchical document clustering, we show that "closed interesting" itemsets outperform state of the art clustering algorithms, indicating their superior quality.
We present a hierarchy assembling approach that supports soft clustering and prunes unwanted itemsets on the way. We optimize top-level node merging by applying bisecting k-means on conceptual document vectors. Finally, we propose various implementationlevel optimizations throughout the paper.
Mining Closed Interesting Itemsets

Motivation
Frequent itemset mining often results in too many itemsets. Using a faster mining algorithm does not always help as it is fundamentally a combinatorial problem and the mining time exponentially increases as support threshold linearly decreases [6] . The additional "closeness" requirement imposed in "closed frequent" itemset mining reduces the number of mined itemsets by eliminating itemsets that share support with any of their parents. These itemsets are considered insignificant as they represent "specialization" of the more general concept represented by the parent itemset. In addition, closed frequent itemsets performed better than frequent itemsets in a number of applications, such as hierarchical document clustering [6] .
Finding the most interesting association rules is another significant thread in data mining research. Association rule mining often results in a very large rule base, especially when attributes in the data set are highly correlated [9] . Low support thresholds result in too many discovered associations. While high support thresholds reduce the number of discovered rules, they risk losing useful associations, especially on uneven datasets. On the other hand, Confidence is criticized because of its asymmetric property and ignoring the baseline frequency of the consequent [7] . Considering these issues, a number of researchers [8, 9, 10] proposed alternate measures to evaluate and rank discovered associations. Inspired from various statistical and mathematical principles, these measures are considered less sensitive to dataset properties.
Overview of "closed interesting" itemsets
We argue that while the "closeness" requirement of closed frequent itemsets is useful and based on solid principals, the other requirement of meeting a minimum support threshold is problematic and difficult to generalize. Combining the stronger aspects of closed frequent itemset mining with research in finding the most interesting association rules, we propose a new kind of itemsets called "closed interesting" itemsets.
These itemsets retain the "closeness" property of closed frequent itemsets, but replace the minimum support requirement with meeting minimum threshold of a symmetric, statistically inspired objective interestingness measure. Table 1 lists the measures used in our experiments. Computational details of these measures can be found in [7, 8, 10] . Note that some of these measures are not inherently symmetric and are converted to a symmetric version as proposed by Tan et al. [10] . We compare their relative performance and recommend a small number of measures that we experimentally found least sensitive to the properties of specific datasets in section 5. Furthermore, most of these measures are meant to calculate correlation or interdependence between twoway contingency tables (i.e. two variables), which makes them unusable for generating "closed interesting" itemsets with more than two items. While measures like log-linear analysis [8] exist to calculate interdependence between multi-way contingency tables, they are computationally expensive. We define a simple greedy heuristic to deal with this problem:
Super item: If an itemset p at level k is used to generate a candidate itemset q at level k+1 (i.e. itemset q contains all k-items from itemset p, and exactly one additional item u), all items in itemset p are used to form a super item S, with support (S) = support (p). Items S and u are used to form a two-way contingency table and to calculate interestingness values.
Example: Considering a dataset of 200 transactions, support (A) = 98, support (B) = 120, support (C) = 65, support (A, B) = 80 and support (A, B, C) = 45. If itemset "A, B" at level 2 is used to generate a candidate itemset "A, B, C" for level 3, a super item S is formed with support (S) = support (A, B) = 80. Since "C" is the additional item in the candidate itemset, a contingency table is formed between S and C, as shown in table 2. Using the contingency table shown in Table 2 and "Correlation Coefficient" as interestingness measure, we get an interestingness value of 0.414, showing that super item S and item C are positively correlated [10] . Similar to frequent itemset mining, we prune candidate itemsets for level k if any of their k subsets of size k-1 do not exist in the previous level, with a caveat that frequent itemset mining uses support that has a downward closure property, providing theoretical foundation for this step. We empirically found this step to be useful in increasing the quality and reducing the number of "closed interesting" itemsets generated. We leave the theoretical analysis for future work.
Itemset Mining
Mining "closed interesting" itemsets starts with mining large 1-itemsets (individual words) in a way similar to frequent itemset mining. We experimentally found that using a very low support threshold for this step results in best quality itemsets (section 5.3). Each of the k th steps (where k >= 2) forms candidate itemsets by considering all "closed interesting" itemsets found in k-1 th step as super items, and adding the unique individual items that follow the last item in the super item. Each candidate is checked for downward closure and closeness, and candidates that satisfy both requirements are checked for meeting the interestingness threshold. Candidates that satisfy all three requirements are added to the list of "closed interesting" itemsets for step k. Mining stops when all "closed interesting" itemsets are found. Example: If mining "closed interesting" itemsets with k = 2 and large 1-itemsets resulted in "closed interesting" 2-itemsets (I 2 ) in Table 3 , U 2 = {a, b, c, d, e, f}. Mining "closed interesting" itemsets for k = 3 would be done as represented in Table 4 . Note that super items {b, f}, {d, f} and {e, f} are not considered because there are no items following 'f' in U 2 .
Note that support for candidate itemsets is only calculated if they meet the downward closure requirement. In addition, we optimized the support calculation performance by using bitmaps that indicate presence / absence of individual, large 1-items in all documents (i.e. where each bit represents a document) and ANDing the bitmaps of all items in an itemset.
Hierarchical Document Clustering and Itemset Pruning
Our hierarchy construction approach is similar to FIHC [2] and TDC [6] , with various important differences, most significant of which relates to how parent nodes are selected. An initial cluster is formed for each "closed interesting" itemset, containing all documents that contain the itemset, with items in the itemset used as the cluster label. These initial clusters are not disjoint.
Inner termset removal
If a document is contained in multiple clusters that are based on itemsets of varying sizes, we reduce document duplication by pruning the document from all but the clusters based on the largest sized itemsets. Later, when these itemsets are used to build the hierarchy, this step results in each document assigned to all applicable nodes at the highest possible (i.e. most specific) level in the hierarchy. Figure 1 presents an algorithm that performs this step in a single pass on discovered "closed interesting" itemsets, without processing individual documents. The algorithm starts by allocating a global, and individual coverage maps for each level, where number of levels = size of largest discovered itemset. A level coverage map is similar to an itemset bitmap with a difference that an itemset bitmap indicate documents that contain the itemset where as a level coverage (bit) map indicate documents that contain any itemset at that level. Similarly, the global coverage map indicates documents that contain any discovered itemset. Levels are iterated in largest to smallest order and at each level; bitmaps of all itemsets that exist at that level are ANDed with inverse of bits in global coverage map, which results in eliminating documents that already existed at a higher level. The updated bitmap is used to update the current level's coverage map. Finally, after each level, current level's documents are added to the global coverage map. This results in pruning documents from all but their largest-sized itemsets.
Constraining document duplication
The inner-termset removal algorithm (Figure 1 ) also prepares coverage maps for individual levels. These coverage maps are used to limit document duplication at the same (their largest) level, as inner-termset removal eliminates documents from all but their largest applicable itemsets, and documents may still exist in multiple itemsets at their largest level. Using level coverage maps, documents that exist at each level are checked for existence in itemsets (clusters) at that level. If a document exists in more than MAX_DOC_DUP (user defined parameter) itemsets, a score is calculated against each matching itemset and the document is assigned to MAX_DOC_DUP itemsets with highest scores. We used a score calculation method similar to TDC [6] , which uses the document's TFIDF vector (includes large 1-itemsets only) and adds the term frequencies of items that existed in the itemset.
Bottom-up hierarchy assembling and constraining node duplication
TDC builds the hierarchy by linking each itemset of size k with all of its subsets at level k-1. This approach may result in boosting FScore, but would impact the overall clustering quality because of too much node duplication. On the other hand, FIHC applies an expensive similarity calculation method, which first prepares a conceptual document for each node (i.e. by merging the TFIDF vectors of all documents that exist in the node or any of its children) and calculating a score against each of its parents. The node is linked to exactly one parent with the highest similarity.
We avoid both extremes and propose a more balanced approach that assigns each node to up to a user-defined number of best matching parents. Our method is also computationally efficient, as instead of inspecting node-document vectors, we used the same "interestingness" measure that was used to mine "closed interesting" itemsets in the previous step, and our "super item" heuristic to calculate the interestingness between the itemset at level k and its (upto k) parent itemsets at level k-1 (i.e. by considering the parent itemset as super item). A node is linked to up to MAX_NODE_DUP (user defined parameter) parents with the highest interestingness values.
Merging First Level Nodes
Generally, itemset mining results in a large number of large 1-itemsets, making the first-level nodes very sparse. Both TDC and FIHC merge the first level nodes to reduce sparseness of this level. TDC uses a heuristic (i.e. number of common documents between nodes) to compute pair-wise similarities, and at each step, the pair with highest similarity is merged in a way similar to agglomerative clustering. FIHC, on the other hand, applies agglomerative clustering on first level nodes and uses a similarity function that inspects all documents assigned to each first-level node, and all of its children, making it very expensive.
We first prepare conceptual documents for firstlevel nodes by merging term frequencies of large 1itemsets from all applicable documents in the cluster. We applied bisecting k-means, using the I 2 criterion function on these conceptual document vectors (which is significantly less expensive than applying bisecting k-means on all document vectors), reducing the computational complexity of this step from O(n 2 * log(n)) to O(e * log(k)), where n is the number of firstlevel nodes, and e is the number of non-zero entries in the feature vectors of all conceptual documents.
Experimental Evaluation
We performed extensive experiments on nine standard datasets of varying characteristics and compared our approach against state of the art agglomerative, partitional, frequent itemset, and closed frequent itemset based approaches using both FScore and Entropy evaluation measures, as defined by Zhao and Karypis [4] . With an exception of Reuters [11] , all datasets can be found as part of the Cluto clustering toolkit [12] , which was also used to generate clustering solutions for UPGMA and bisecting k-means, and to merge our top-level conceptual document vectors. For Reuters, we kept documents assigned to multiple categories but removed unassigned documents.
Setting parameter values
In order to keep useful associations, while eliminating noise, we applied a very low support threshold (i.e. 0.2% for the three largest, and 1% for all the other datasets used in this paper) to generate first-level itemsets. As explained in sections 2 and 3.3, an "interestingness threshold" is used to find itemsets of size 2 and above, and to select parent nodes while assembling the hierarchy. We avoided over-fitting by applying global cross-validation to select values for this threshold, i.e. by randomly selecting a dataset, and trying a number of threshold values for each interestingness measure. The value that resulted in best results on the randomly selected dataset was blindly used across all datasets. In addition, since the Chi-Square test is known to depend on the number of transactions in the dataset, and to overestimate the interestingness of itemsets in large datasets [8] , we used a simple heuristic to calculate the Chi-Square threshold values:
Values for unit and p were determined in a similar way. Finally, we set MAX_DOC_DUP = MAX_NODE_DUP = 2, which allows soft clustering, while avoiding too much duplication. Table 5 compares the clustering quality of our "closed interesting" itemset based hierarchical document clustering approach against state of the art approaches. To ensure a fair comparison, our approach with each of the interestingness measures, as well as UPGMA and bisecting k-means were executed exactly once on each dataset. For FIHC, we tuned support thresholds for each dataset and reported the best results. We noticed that support thresholds that worked best on one dataset resulted in low-quality clustering on other datasets. Since TDC implementation was not available, we used results from [6] .
Clustering quality comparison
Furthermore, Cluto generates both hierarchical and flat clustering solutions for UPGMA and bisecting k-means. Existing frequent itemset based approaches [2, 6] seem to have compared their hierarchical solutions with flat clustering solutions obtained for UPGMA and bisecting k-means, using 3, 15, 30 and 60 as desired number of clusters. We used the hierarchical clustering solutions for UPGMA and bisecting k-means instead, and observed that they perform better than both of the existing frequent itemset based approaches. The FScores we obtained are also closer to the FScores reported by Zhao and Karypis [3] on the same datasets.
For the reason of space, we only report results of the top six measures. Our results indicate that Mutual Information results in best overall FScore, followed by Added Value and Chi-Square. On the other hand, Yule's Q results in best overall Entropy followed by Mutual Information and Chi-Square.
Comparison of "closed interesting" itemsets with closed frequent itemsets
We compared "closed interesting" itemsets against closed frequent itemsets, by mining both kinds of itemsets at various support levels on Reuters dataset, and applying our clustering process on the mined itemsets. Note that for mining "closed interesting" itemsets, the interestingness thresholds remained constant (i.e. as defined in table 1), but the support thresholds for generating 1-itemsets changed. Additionally, closed frequent itemsets based clustering process used support for parent selection. Table 6 presents the results of this experiment. Clearly, the number of "closed interesting" itemsets found at all support levels is significantly smaller than the number of closed frequent itemsets. Even so, they achieved better FScores. Also, clustering quality decreases, as the minimum support threshold increases, adding credence to the claim that higher support thresholds result in pruning useful associations [10] . Table 5 
Runtime performance and scalability
We compared the run-time performance and scalability of our clustering process against state of the art approaches by using Ohsumed [13] collection to generate ten datasets, containing 20K to 200K documents in 20K increments. Each document was generated by randomly selecting an existing document from the corpus, and replacing ~40% of its words. Using Mutual Information and its threshold value from Table 1 , we executed both parallel (using 4 threads), and single-threaded versions of our clustering process, and also executed bisecting k-means, and FIHC (with support tuned on full Ohsumed collection) on these datasets. In order to ensure a fair comparison, we turned off all cluster analysis, and output options for bisecting k-means, and excluded I/O and reporting times. In addition, the reported times of our approach include execution times of all steps, except offline preprocessing to form document vectors and bitmaps. Figure 2 presents results of this experiment. We found that bisecting k-means scaled up linearly, and FIHC scaled worse than linearly, possibly because of frequently accessing document vectors, and agglomerative merging of top-level nodes. Both versions of our approach scaled sub-linearly, because of significant dimensionality reduction achieved by using "closed interesting" itemsets, and reducing the need to refer to full document vectors.
Figure 2. Runtime performance and scalability comparison of our clustering approach, with bisecting k-means, and FIHC
Conclusions and Future Work
We introduced the notion of "closed interesting" itemsets in this paper and showed that these itemsets provide significant dimensionality reduction over closed frequent itemsets. Using these itemsets, we proposed a new hierarchical document clustering approach that outperforms state of the art approaches on a large number of standard datasets, both in terms of accuracy and run-time performance. Using global cross-validation, we showed that a small number of interestingness measures generalize well to a large number of datasets, without requiring parameter tuning.
We believe that "closed interesting" itemsets can serve as a superior replacement for frequent and closed frequent itemsets. In the future, we plan to apply "closed interesting" itemsets in more application domains and work on optimizing various steps used in our clustering process
